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Audit overview 
Boards are the governing bodies of public sector entities. Board members set the 
overall strategic direction for the entity, and monitor and manage the performance of 
senior management. They also oversee operations and regulatory compliance, and 
have an important role in keeping responsible ministers and government departments 
aware of the major risks that their entities face. Effective boards set policies to mitigate 
these risks and promote transparent, accountable governance.  

In Victoria, around 3 400 public sector entities are governed by boards with, in total, 
about 33 000 board members—known as directors. These boards vary significantly in 
type and role, and include commercial boards of governance, advisory and regulatory 
bodies, registration boards, management boards, inquiries, task forces and ad hoc 
expert panels. Most directors are from outside the public service and 85 per cent of 
them are unpaid. 

Boards of public sector entities operate under many laws, including the Corporations 
Act 2001, Financial Management Act 1994 (FMA), Public Administration Act 2004 
(PAA) and State Owned Enterprises Act 1992. Most boards are also required to meet 
responsibilities set out in the specific legislation that establishes them and associated 
subordinate legislation. 

A number of public sector agencies are involved in appointing directors and providing 
support to boards and their entities:  
• Portfolio departments—work with public sector entities and provide guidance 

on matters relating to public administration and governance  
• Victorian Public Sector Commission (VPSC)—issues binding codes of conduct 

for boards and board directors, and provides leadership and guidance to help 
boards achieve high standards of governance 

• Department of Premier and Cabinet (DPC)—reviews portfolio departments’ 
submissions to Cabinet for appointing board directors and provides assurance 
that appointments meet the government’s Appointment and Remuneration 
Guidelines (the Guidelines). 

Poorly functioning boards can lead to mismanaged conflicts of interest, insufficient 
oversight of significant government projects and loss of public trust.  

In this audit, we examined whether boards are performing effectively and contributing 
to effective governance of public sector entities. We assessed the guidance and 
support that VPSC and portfolio departments give to the boards of public sector 
entities. We also surveyed 212 public sector entities to better understand their 
governance practices and to obtain feedback on the effectiveness of the guidance their 
boards receive. Finally, we examined the governance practices of the boards at four 
public sector entities in detail, to develop case studies on how boards function within 
entities of different sizes, with varying responsibilities and operating environments.  
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Conclusion 
The significant majority of public sector boards we examined demonstrated better 
practice in most areas of governance and are operating effectively. 

However, at some boards, a significant probity gap remains relating to directors’ 
routine declaration of conflicts of interest at board meetings. 

Remuneration and board composition are also of concern in some cases, particularly 
for regional boards, which sometimes struggle to make sure that board directors 
collectively have the necessary skills, knowledge and experience to effectively fulfil 
their roles.  

Both VPSC and the portfolio departments provide good guidance on governance to 
their boards, but responsible portfolio departments could do more to support boards 
and to oversee their performance. 

Findings 

Guidance and oversight 
Given the important roles board directors perform on behalf of the public sector, it is 
important that they receive direction on how to perform their functions. VPSC and DPC 
provide strong whole-of-government guidance and support for board directors.  

Although portfolio departments are not required to provide boards with training or 
additional guidelines, some departments managed the risk of knowledge gaps by 
providing additional guidance:  
• Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS)—provides hospital boards 

with specific information on clinical governance  
• Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning (DELWP)—provides 

advice on its stakeholders and the regulatory environment 
• Department of Education and Training (DET)—provides board directors with 

training in general director obligations and specific information on the operating 
and regulatory environment of the vocational education and training (VET) 
system and the technical and further education (TAFE) sector 

• Department of Economic Development, Jobs, Transport and Resources 
(DEDJTR)—has finalised a governance framework that includes guidance for 
entities and boards on their obligations, and will provide regular status updates 
on boards and entities to the relevant minister. 
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VPSC’s guidance and training 

VPSC provides good-quality guidance to prepare board directors for the governance 
practices required under the PAA. This guidance promotes better practice and includes 
board roles and responsibilities, a directors’ code of conduct, and factors to consider 
when recruiting board directors. Over half of surveyed board chairs rated VPSC 
guidance as ‘very useful’ or ‘extremely useful’. VPSC could, however, enhance this 
guidance by including more examples of how to conduct board assessments. 

The Government Appointments and Public Entities Database (GAPED)—the database 
that records details about boards and board directors—has recently been updated so 
that reliable data on gender is available. VPSC provides user guides to departments to 
help them enter appointment data. An increase in the number of mandatory data fields 
has reduced the risk of incomplete information, and the new interface is more user 
friendly. In contrast, GAPED data from 2015–16 was incomplete and out of date.  

DPC’s oversight of board appointments 

DPC has effective processes in place to ensure that appointments of board directors 
meet the requirements set down in the Guidelines. DPC reviews all submissions from 
portfolio departments that require Cabinet approval under the Guidelines, such as 
board directors appointed by the Governor-in-Council or a minister. DPC uses 
checklists to assure Cabinet that portfolio departments have addressed requirements 
such as remuneration limits, probity checks, required skills and gender ratios. 

However, the way DPC classifies the entities is confusing. Boards and portfolio 
departments expressed concern that the classifications do not sufficiently recognise 
the level of risk and complexity that their boards negotiate. These classifications are 
important as they are the mechanism for setting remuneration thresholds for board 
directors.  

Boards reported that incorrect classifications affect their ability to attract the 
appropriate calibre of board directors, as some board directors feel the remuneration is 
inadequate for the level of risk and work they are undertaking. Inappropriate 
classification can also result in overpayment. 

Portfolio departments’ support for boards 

The level of support that portfolio departments provided to boards varied in both quality 
and specificity. Larger portfolio departments with multiple boards or boards of similar 
types have guidance that aligns with better practice and assists boards with their 
sector-specific duties.  

We identified some good examples: 
• DET’s support for TAFE institute boards 
• DHHS’s support for health service boards 
• DELWP’s support for catchment management authorities and water corporation 

boards. 
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In our survey of 212 public sector entities, 71 per cent of board chairs and 67 per cent 
of chief executive officers (CEO) of entities said that guidance and support from their 
portfolio departments was ‘very useful’ or ‘extremely useful’. Departments that tailored 
training or guidance to the sector or entity needs rated highest. 

Portfolio departments’ oversight of boards 

Under the PAA, portfolio departments are responsible for providing entities with 
guidance on public administration and governance. They must also advise the 
responsible minister on how the entity is discharging its responsibilities.  

Some portfolio departments told us that they rely largely on their relationship with the 
board chairs and CEOs of the entities in their portfolios to learn of any governance 
issues. This approach does not consistently enable departments to identify and 
address governance issues at an early stage. Portfolio departments’ oversight and 
monitoring tends to be reactive and driven by crises or issues, rather than being 
proactive and holistic. 

DELWP and the Department of Economic Development, Jobs, Transport and 
Resources (DEDJTR) provided evidence of work that intends to provide more structure 
to reporting and communications by entities with their departments. 

Portfolio departments need to develop relationship frameworks that guide how 
frequently and for what purpose the board should meet with the responsible 
department and minister.  

To gain assurance that boards are complying with their obligations under the PAA, 
portfolio departments that have not already done so should also define a set of 
reporting requirements that boards need to complete. This should include attesting that 
conflicts of interest are managed and that performance assessments are completed.  

Board governance and practices 
The board is responsible for setting the entity’s strategic direction, monitoring 
operations and compliance, and reporting on performance. Boards should promote 
transparent, accountable governance. We found that, although boards play a key role 
in developing strategic documents, they could improve their compliance with 
governance requirements.  

Public sector boards report they are sufficiently involved in the strategic planning and 
oversight of their entities. The four boards we examined in detail played key roles in 
developing their entities’ strategic plans. In the wider survey, 91 per cent of chairs and 
84 per cent of CEOs responded that they believe their board is ‘very involved’ or 
‘extremely involved’ in strategic planning. 
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Most boards we surveyed reported that they regularly assess their own performance 
(80 per cent). However, our examination of these boards’ assessments found that only 
69 per cent demonstrated that sufficient assessments had been carried out. As this is a 
requirement under the PAA, boards need to complete this routinely. The four boards 
we looked at in detail regularly review the performance of the board as a whole, and 
the CEO, but the majority do not review the performance of individual board directors. 
These boards advised that they would benefit from further guidance on how to 
complete these assessments. 

The four boards we examined in detail have adequate accountability structures and 
effective mechanisms for carrying out their governance roles. They all had clear 
documentation outlining their roles and responsibilities. They record effective minutes 
from board meetings and have procedures in place to identify potential conflicts of 
interest. They all disclosed or declared financial interests, had valid risk registers and 
completed CEO and board assessments. Three of the four had skills matrices for 
board directors.  

However, our wider survey results did not reflect these findings. In our survey, 
78 per cent of boards responded that they disclose or declare financial and 
non-financial interests. In contrast, the four boards we examined all declare interests at 
every meeting and completed more thorough disclosures annually. All boards should 
follow this approach to make sure their dealings are transparent and accountable.  

Only 83 per cent of surveyed entities provided evidence of a valid risk register to 
identify and manage risks. The selected four boards had more comprehensive risk 
registers and review mechanisms in place. Again, this is a fundamental element of 
good governance that needs to be embedded in boards and entities of any size, 
complexity or turnover. 

Our survey showed that 52 per cent of entities do not have a current skills matrix for 
board directors. Three of the boards we examined in detail maintained a skills matrix. 
Although a skills matrix is best practice rather than a legislated requirement, boards 
without one cannot easily demonstrate that their board directors have the required or 
optimum mix of skills to effectively carry out their duties and fulfil their responsibilities. 
Public sector entities found some skill sets difficult to source, particularly in regional 
settings. These include financial skills, legal knowledge, sector experience and clinical 
governance skills. 
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Recommendations 
We recommend that the Department of Premier and Cabinet: 

1. review the risk classification matrix in the Appointment and Remuneration 
Guidelines to better reflect the risks and challenges facing boards 
(see Section 2.4).  

We recommend that the Victorian Public Sector Commission: 

2. develop guidance for boards on the activities they should examine in their 
independent assessments (see Section 2.3).  

We recommend that portfolio departments: 

3. support boards to fulfil, and seek assurance from boards that they are fulfilling, 
their obligations to:  
 complete regular performance reviews of the whole board and individual 

directors (see Sections 2.2.2 and 3.5) 
 declare and record conflicts of interests at every board meeting  

(see Section 3.2.1).  

4. in consultation with boards and ministers, develop guidance for the chair, minister, 
CEO and portfolio department that outlines how often they should meet, the types 
of risks and activities that would trigger a meeting, and the level of reporting and 
documentation required (see Section 2.2.2). 

Responses to recommendations 
We have consulted with portfolio departments, the boards in the case studies (from 
Box Hill Institute and Centre for Adult Education, CenITex, Fed Square Pty Ltd and 
Peter MacCallum Cancer Institute), the Department of Premier and Cabinet and the 
Victorian Public Sector Commission, and we considered their views when reaching our 
audit conclusions. As required by section 16(3) of the Audit Act 1994, we gave a draft 
copy of this report to those entities and asked for their submissions or comments. We 
also considered the views of the 212 public sector entities in our survey. 

The following is a summary of those responses. The full responses are included in 
Appendix A. 

All portfolio departments, the Department of Premier and Cabinet, the Victorian Public 
Sector Commission and the Box Hill Institute responded. All departments and the 
Victorian Public Sector Commission accepted the recommendations. A number of 
departments referred to existing work that fulfils the report’s expectations for 
governance and oversight, and all departments committed to concrete actions to fulfil 
the recommendations. 
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1  Audit context 

The Victorian public sector is made up of the Victorian public service (departments, 
offices and other designated bodies), and special bodies and public entities such as 
statutory authorities, state-owned corporations and advisory bodies that exercise a 
public function. 

Public entities are generally legally distinct and established for a specific purpose. 
They have defined functions and operate with varying degrees of autonomy. Public 
entities are ultimately accountable to a minister for their performance. 

Most public entities are headed by a governing body—usually a board. In some 
entities, the governing body may be referred to as a committee or council. Boards are 
made up of individual board directors. Their responsibilities are outlined in the Public 
Administration Act 2004 (PAA) and the entity’s establishing legislation (such as the 
Health Services Act 1988 for public health service boards), and reflected in the policies 
of the government of the day. Boards are essentially responsible for ensuring the 
effective performance of their entity. 

According to the December 2016 report State of Victorian Public Sector 2015–16, 
there were 33 025 board members on 3 351 public sector boards. The largest numbers 
of boards (93.2 per cent of all boards) are for: 
• school councils—1 531 
• committees of management over Crown land—985 
• cemetery trusts—449 
• public health services and other health bodies—127. 

Most board members are unpaid (85 per cent). 

1.1 Types of boards 
In Victoria, public entities are classified into one of four groups—A, B, C or D. The 
classification of an entity determines the level of remuneration for board directors and 
the approval process required for appointments.  

The Department of Premier and Cabinet’s (DPC) Appointment and Remuneration 
Guidelines (the Guidelines) detail these classifications.  
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Group A boards 
Group A consists of commercial boards of governance or boards of entities of state 
significance, as determined by the Premier of Victoria. Group A boards are: 
• government business enterprises, including statutory authorities, state bodies 

and state business corporations established under Victoria’s State Owned 
Enterprises Act 1992 

• commercial bodies established under the Commonwealth Corporations Act 2001 
or specific legislation, and other statutory authorities that are strictly commercial 
in nature.  

Group B boards 
Group B includes significant industry advisory bodies, other key advisory bodies, 
regulatory bodies and significant boards of management. Specifically, these are: 
• industry advisory boards and other bodies that advise government on key 

strategic matters and matters of statewide significance 
• quasi-judicial bodies or tribunals where there is no other framework governing the 

appointment and remuneration of board members 
• government entities that undertake significant statutory functions, develop 

policies, strategies and guidelines in a broad and important area of operation, or 
provide specialist advice to a minister 

• management boards of medium-sized entities that undertake one or more 
functions or provide a strategically important service. 

Group C boards 
Group C includes advisory committees, registration boards and management boards of 
small entities. These are: 
• scientific, technical and legal advisory bodies 
• disciplinary boards and boards of appeal 
• qualifications, regulatory and licensing bodies 
• management boards and committees of small entities undertaking a specific 

function or providing a discrete service 
• ministerial and departmental advisory boards and consultative committees on 

issues confined to a portfolio or local concerns. 

Group D boards 
Group D consists of inquiries, task forces and ad hoc expert panels. These are: 
• boards of inquiry established under the Victorian Inquiries Act 2014, which are 

required to submit a comprehensive report within a specified time frame 
• ad hoc expert panels established for limited time periods to undertake a specific, 

often technical, task. 
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1.2 Relevant legislation 
Public entity boards are subject to primary and subordinate laws that affect how they 
perform their functions. Core legislation sets the governance framework for public 
entities.  

Public Administration Act 2004 

The PAA provides a framework for good governance in the Victorian public sector and 
in public administration generally in Victoria. It specifies the minimum requirements 
that public entity boards and directors must abide by. These requirements include 
duties of the directors and chair, probity, management of meetings, financial and risk 
management, and performance assessments.  

Financial Management Act 1994  
The Financial Management Act 1994 establishes the Standing Directions of the 
Minister for Finance (Standing Directions). The Standing Directions set out financial 
management standards for government agencies, including public sector boards.  

In 2016 the Standing Directions were updated and now place more responsibility on 
portfolio departments having oversight of agencies within their portfolio.  

Other relevant legislation 
Other relevant legislation includes: 
• Corporations Act 2001—which regulates matters such as the formation and 

operation of companies and duties of officers 
• State Owned Enterprises Act 2001—which provides the operational and 

regulatory framework for state-owned enterprises, including state business 
corporations, state-owned companies and state bodies. 

Most boards are also required to meet responsibilities set out in the specific legislation 
that establishes them and associated subordinate legislation. 

1.3 Roles and responsibilities 

1.3.1 Boards 
Boards set the overall strategic direction of public entities and oversee the chief 
executive officer (CEO) or equivalent in carrying out that strategic direction. Boards 
also ensure that public entities meet their statutory obligations, and that operations and 
policies reflect the values and employment principles of the public sector. This includes 
complying with the Victorian Public Sector Commission’s (VPSC) Code of Conduct for 
Directors of Victorian Public Entities. 
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Section 81 of the PAA defines boards’ obligations to inform their responsible minister 
and the head of the portfolio department of major risks the public entity faces and the 
measures in place to address those risks. This section of the PAA also specifies the 
procedures and legal requirements that must be in place for:  
• managing conflicts of interest, including directors providing or receiving gifts, 

benefits or hospitality 
• the board to assess its own performance as well as that of individual directors 
• dealing with any poor performance by directors 
• managing any existing or potential conflicts of interest  
• resolving any disputes between directors 
• governing the conduct of its meetings and keeping compliant records. 

1.3.2 Portfolio departments 
Under the PAA, portfolio departments are responsible for: 
• advising the responsible minister on matters relating to public entities, including 

how entities discharge their responsibilities 
• working with public entities and providing them with guidance on public 

administration and governance.  

Departments can also ask public entities to provide them with any information required 
to help the department understand whether the entity is discharging its responsibilities.  

The updated Standing Directions also require departments to oversee entities by 
providing information to the responsible minister on financial management, 
performance and sustainability. 

Most departments cannot direct or control a public entity in the performance of its 
functions. Exceptions include the Department of Health and Human Services, which 
has powers under the Health Services Act 1988 to direct the operations of health 
services.  

Although departments may not be directing entities’ operations, they have strong 
influence over boards by: 
• advising the responsible minister on the appointment of board directors 
• advising public entity boards that they must comply with government policy when 

recruiting board-appointed directors 
• coordinating budget submissions within the portfolio and funding approval for new 

projects 
• formulating statements of expectations that apply to boards. 
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1.3.3 Victorian Public Sector Commission 
Under the PAA, VPSC issues binding codes of conduct for boards and board directors. 
VPSC is also expected to provide leadership and guidance to help boards achieve 
high standards of governance. 

VPSC manages the Government Appointments and Public Entities Database, which 
contains data on Victorian public entities’ governance arrangements, compliance 
requirements and diversity. Using this data, VPSC produces the annual report State of 
the Public Sector in Victoria, which details the composition and profile of public sector 
boards and directors. 

1.3.4 Department of Premier and Cabinet 
As part of the process for appointing board directors, DPC reviews submissions from 
portfolio departments on all board director appointments that require Cabinet approval 
under the Guidelines. DPC advises the Premier on whether these board appointments 
meet the Guidelines, which cover recruitment, appointment and remuneration 
processes for public sector entity boards.  

A 2015 Premier’s Circular on good board governance states that board appointments 
should be merit based, fair, open and diverse. It recommends that recruitment be 
structured so that appointments are publicly advertised, informed by a skills matrix and 
broadly mirror the diversity of the community.  

1.4 Ombudsman review of board governance 
In 2013, the Victorian Ombudsman released its report of an ‘own-motion’ investigation 
into Victorian public sector boards. This investigation followed serious findings in a 
number of the Ombudsman’s reports concerning: 
• inadequate processes for appointing board directors 
• conflicts of interest 
• inadequate performance reviews of boards and board directors 
• poor oversight by boards of entities’ operations. 

The investigation focused on board governance frameworks and how they were 
applied in practice. It also examined whether there were systemic issues that created 
risks for boards in performing good governance. 
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The Ombudsman found that the use of boards was appropriate in a range of 
circumstances but that there were risks including: 
 complex structures and governance arrangements in entities 
 varied understanding of what constitutes appropriate autonomy from 

government—such as the degree to which boards are subject to ministerial 
direction and the role of departmental secretaries in board governance 

 poor data on the number of boards and their cost  
 lack of departmental record keeping on board entities and their composition, 

function, appointments, ministerial powers and reporting requirements 
 lack of clarity of internal and external accountability and the relationship between 

the board and the CEO, including how these roles are defined and separated 
 entities not being subject to strategic or performance reviews 
 entities not sufficiently ensuring that candidates offer the best mix of skills during 

board appointment processes 
 entities not properly considering the appropriate size of the board.  

The Ombudsman’s recommendations included that: 
 ministers, board directors and departments pay greater attention to the legislative 

framework when they interpret the functions and accountability of boards, rather 
than using secondary sources 

 the Premier of Victoria consider prioritising the development of a digital 
recruitment system for board appointments in the Victorian public sector 

 departments undertake performance and governance reviews of existing public 
entities, individually or as classes, over the next five years to determine whether 
they are still fit for purpose and cost effective and whether their functions are still 
necessary. 

1.5 Why this audit is important 
Public entities managed by boards make up a significant portion of the Victorian public 
sector. They employ about 86 per cent of the public sector workforce—approximately 
245 616 full-time-equivalent employees. They also manage and deliver critical public 
services such as: 
 cultural and sporting facilities 
 drinking water and sewage disposal 
 emergency response  
 hospitals 
 management of Crown land reserves and cemeteries 
 schools and technical and further education (TAFE) institutes.   
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If boards are functioning poorly, they may not adequately oversee the effective 
and efficient delivery of these services. Poor board performance can also lead to 
mismanagement of conflicts of interest, insufficient oversight of significant government 
projects, and loss of public trust. 

Recent VAGO audits and other investigations—such as the 2013 Victorian 
Ombudsman report discussed in Section 1.4—have found examples of inadequate 
governance practices among some public sector entity boards. Our December 2014 
review of audit reports tabled between July 2013 and October 2014 highlighted that 
governance-related matters accounted for the highest number of findings during this 
period.  

1.6 What this audit examined and how 
The objective of this audit was to determine whether public sector boards are 
performing effectively and contributing to effective governance of their entities.  

We assessed whether VPSC and portfolio departments: 
• provide sufficient and useful guidance and support to assist public sector entity 

boards to effectively perform their governance functions  
• effectively monitor the performance of public sector entity boards. 

We reviewed the oversight and guidance provided by VPSC and all portfolio 
departments: 
• Department of Economic Development, Jobs, Transport and Resources 
• Department of Education and Training 
• Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning 
• Department of Health and Human Services 
• Department of Justice and Regulation 
• Department of Premier and Cabinet 
• Department of Treasury and Finance. 

We also assessed whether public sector entity boards demonstrate effective 
governance practices.  

This report draws on legislative requirements and board governance principles from 
the PAA, VPSC guidance, Premier’s Circulars, the Governance Institute of Australia, 
Western Australia’s Public Service Commission, the Australian Institute of Company 
Directors and the Australian National Audit Office to assess board effectiveness. 
Appendix B features a table of legislative and best-practice principles for board 
governance. These principles inform how we measured effectiveness. 
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To enable a well-targeted audit, we excluded the following categories of boards from 
the audit: 
• boards with quasi-judicial functions or which are solely an advisory group or 

panel, with no governance function 
• boards established on an ad hoc or short-term basis, such as for inquiries and 

task forces 
• Class B cemetery trusts, because the majority are small and volunteer-based, 

have minimal financial risk and materiality, and are not required to report under 
the Financial Management Act 1994 

• committees of management for Crown land, which we audited in our 2014 report 
Oversight and Accountability of Committees of Management 

• school councils, because we are scheduled to audit school councils in a 
forthcoming performance audit. 

Within the remaining group of boards, we invited the board chair and CEO of 
212 public sector entities to complete an online survey. We had at least one response 
from all entities, and we received responses from both the chair and the CEO for 
201 entities (95 per cent).  

Finally, to conduct a deeper examination of governance practices, we looked in detail 
at the following four boards as case studies: 
• Box Hill Institute and Centre for Adult Education   
• CenITex 
• Fed Square Pty Ltd 
• Peter MacCallum Cancer Institute.  

We selected these boards as they represent agencies of various sizes, are scheduled 
as public entities under the PAA, have different types and levels of responsibility, and 
are subject to different legislative requirements.  

We conducted this audit in accordance with section 15 of the Audit Act 1994 and 
Australian Auditing and Assurance Standards. The cost of this audit was $725 000. 

1.7 Report structure 
The remainder of this report is structured as follows: 
• Part 2 examines the guidance provided to, and oversight of, boards by portfolio 

departments, VPSC and DPC 
• Part 3 examines the governance practices of boards. 
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2  Guidance and oversight 

Under the Public Administration Act 2004 (PAA), portfolio departments and the 
Victorian Public Sector Commission (VPSC) support public entities and boards to fulfil 
their functions effectively.  

In this Part of the report, we assess the guidance and support all public boards receive 
from their portfolio departments and from the VPSC. 

The Department of Premier and Cabinet (DPC) administers the Appointment and 
Remuneration Guidelines (the Guidelines) for public sector boards. We assessed the 
Guidelines and how DPC administers them. 

2.1 Conclusion 
Overall, Victoria’s framework provides sufficient support and guidance for boards of 
public entities. VPSC’s guidance is useful and is based on best practice principles, and 
DPC’s administration of board appointments is sound. 

Portfolio departments provide valuable support to boards but it is often ad hoc. Despite 
having a duty to advise the responsible minister on whether an entity is discharging its 
duties effectively, some portfolio departments do not gather enough information from 
boards to fulfil this obligation.  

Four portfolio departments are beginning to provide more structure to reporting and 
communicating with boards. All portfolio departments should provide similar guidance 
to boards to improve oversight. 

2.2 Guidance and oversight from portfolio 
departments 
Given the important roles that boards perform on behalf of the public sector, it is 
essential that board directors receive effective direction on how to perform their 
functions. The government must also collect enough information to allow responsible 
ministers to oversee boards’ performance.  

We found that some portfolio departments’ oversight and monitoring of board 
performance is generally reactive and driven by crises or issues, rather than being 
proactive and holistic.  
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The Department of Education and Training (DET), the Department of Health and 
Human Services (DHHS) and the Department of Environment, Land, Water and 
Planning (DELWP) provided comprehensive training or guidance to new board 
directors, and the Department of Economic Development, Jobs, Transport and 
Resources’s (DEDJTR) governance framework allows them to regularly monitor the 
‘health’ of entities and boards. 

2.2.1 Guidance on the role of board  
Portfolio departments have a support and oversight role for public entities under 
section 13A of the PAA. This role includes: 
 advising the responsible minister on matters relating to the public entity, including 

how the public entity discharges its responsibilities 
 working with public entities and providing guidance on matters relating to public 

administration and governance.  

The Premier’s Circular No. 2015/02 Good Board Governance specifies that new board 
directors receive an induction, a VPSC ‘Welcome to the board’ pack, applicable codes 
of conduct, conflict-of-interest policies and other information to help them understand 
the board’s position and its relationship to the entity, the department and the minister. 
The results of the survey we conducted of 212 public sector entities show that 
95 per cent of public entities provide inductions to new board directors.  

Three of the seven portfolio departments we assessed provided separate training or 
guidance for boards. A fourth department—DEDJTR—has finalised a governance 
framework that includes guidance for entities and boards on their obligations, and 
will provide regular status updates on boards and entities to the relevant minister. 
Providing guidance and an induction tailored to the entity, regulatory environment and 
stakeholder expectations gives portfolio entities greater assurance that new board 
directors have the basic knowledge needed to fulfil their legal obligations and act in the 
interests of the entity and its stakeholders. 

Some larger departments oversee multiple boards or a group of similar boards: 
 DET oversees technical and further education (TAFE) institute boards 
 DHHS oversees health services boards 
 DELWP oversees catchment management authorities and water corporation 

boards.  

We found that these portfolio departments developed comprehensive guidance 
documents for their boards, and offered formal and structured training programs 
covering duties, responsibilities and standards for public sector governance. 
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In our survey, 71 per cent of board chairs and 67 per cent of chief executive officers 
(CEO) of entities reported that the guidance and support they received from their 
portfolio departments was ‘very useful’ or ‘extremely useful’. However, the survey also 
showed that opinions about the usefulness of guidance and support varied by 
department—DELWP’s guidance was rated ‘extremely useful’ or ‘very useful’ by 
83 per cent of relevant board chairs, whereas the Department of Justice and 
Regulation’s (DJR) guidance was rated ‘extremely useful’ or ‘very useful’ by 
62 per cent of relevant board chairs. 

DJR does not provide sector-specific guidance or training for board directors. In 
contrast, DELWP provides sector-specific guidance on legislation, good governance 
and annual reporting requirements, the suite of board policies, the code of conduct, 
dispute resolution processes, expectations of internal and external engagement, and 
information on PAA requirements.  

DET and DHHS also provide training to new members, an induction pack, summaries 
of duties and obligations, VPSC guidance materials, and information on meeting the 
PAA requirements. Figure 2A provides a breakdown of the survey results by sector. 

  Figure 2A
Survey results: Usefulness of the guidance and support materials that 

portfolio departments provide to their public sector boards 

  
Note: DTF = Department of Treasury and Finance.  
Note: We excluded DPC because there are only five entities in its portfolio. We also excluded 
respondents who chose ‘not applicable’ or did not answer the question.  
Source:  VAGO. 
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2.2.2 Oversight of board performance 
The PAA requires that boards conduct performance assessments (discussed in detail 
in Part 3). It is therefore essential that portfolio departments collect information on 
boards’ performance and make sure that boards complete assessments and 
self-assessments of the CEO, board and directors.  

Although all portfolio departments have structured frameworks to monitor their public 
entities’ financial performance, their approach to monitoring boards’ governance 
practices is ad hoc and fragmented. Practices vary between and also within 
departments.  

Several departments told us that they need more guidance on evaluating board 
performance. Portfolio departments told us that they largely rely on their relationship 
with chairs and CEOs to ensure that entities self-report any governance issues. This 
approach does not consistently enable departments to identify and address 
governance issues at an early stage. 

Portfolio departments that have not already done so should define a set of reporting 
requirements that boards must complete to fulfil their obligations, including attesting 
that conflicts of interest are managed and that board performance assessments are 
completed.  

Better practice 
We identified the following cases of better practice, although these are not yet fully or 
comprehensively implemented or applied across all entities within the relevant 
department: 
• DELWP requires catchment management authorities to conduct a standard board 

performance assessment that includes an annual assessment of the board as a 
whole, the chair, and individual board directors. Catchment management 
authority boards then report annually to the minister, confirming: 
• that board directors conducted performance assessments 
• the actions taken to improve performance 
• actions to improve performance planned for the following year  
• any significant positive or negative result or finding for the minister’s attention.  

• DHHS has key performance indicators that require cemetery trusts classified as 
‘Class A’ under the Cemeteries and Crematoria Act 2003 to attest that they have 
conducted board assessments and self-reported any significant issues.  

• DEDJTR has recently begun a phased implementation of a governance 
framework for entities in its portfolio. 

• DET requires TAFE boards to report annually on compliance with legal and 
ethical obligations under its strategic planning guidelines and requires that any 
breach be disclosed and steps taken to remedy the breach. 
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Portfolio departments need to develop a relationship management strategy that sets 
out the type of issues that boards should report to the portfolio department, how 
frequently meetings with the board should take place, and what reporting and 
documentation boards must provide. This can be tailored to the known risks or gaps in 
the entity. 

Self-assessments 
Section 81 of the Public Administration Act 2004 requires a board to ensure it has 
adequate procedures in place to assess its own performance. We found that boards 
typically assess their performance once a year, although they do not routinely provide 
reports of these assessments to portfolio departments.  

Our survey found that 84 per cent of boards that conducted a performance evaluation 
did not send it to their portfolio department.  

Although the board self-assessments we looked at were of varying quality, they were 
still an important indicator of performance. Departments have a role in promoting 
regular assessments. By not requiring boards to submit their assessments, 
departments are missing a valuable opportunity to assess the operation of the entity 
and identify any emerging risks. DEDJTR asks boards to confirm that they are 
completing annual self-assessments and assessments of individual directors, and an 
independent assessment every three years. 

Relationship with departments 
The boards we surveyed have positive working relationships with portfolio 
departments, despite some portfolio departments not hosting structured or regular 
meetings. The four boards we examined in detail stated that their relationships with 
relevant departments were effective. Communication consisted mainly of informal 
meetings and requests for advice from entities in the portfolio.  

Our survey supports this finding. We found that 75–89 per cent of board chairs who 
responded and 77–94 per cent of entity CEOs who responded reported that they had 
‘very effective’ or ‘extremely effective’ relationships with relevant portfolio departments. 

Figure 2B shows the results for all departments. 
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  Figure 2B
Survey results: Effectiveness of entities’ relationships 

with their relevant portfolio department 

  
Note: We excluded DPC because there are only five entities in its portfolio. We also excluded 
respondents who chose ‘not applicable‘ or did not answer the question. 
Source: VAGO. 
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Our survey showed that about 54 per cent of board chairs and 57 per cent of CEOs 
rated VPSC’s guidance as ‘very useful’ or ‘extremely useful’. Chairs and CEOs gave 
higher ratings—71 per cent and 67 per cent respectively—for the guidance they 
received from their portfolio departments. Two of the boards we examined in detail 
indicated they were aware of VPSC guidance and found it useful, but were more likely 
to seek guidance from their portfolio department on governance issues. 

2.3.2 The Government Appointments and Public Entities 
Database 
The Government Appointments and Public Entities Database (GAPED) contains 
information on board directors, including their remuneration and length of appointment. 
VPSC manages GAPED, and the portfolio departments input the data. GAPED has 
historically been plagued by data errors and gaps, but VPSC has recently carried out 
significant work to address a number of these issues.  

VPSC has improved data reliability by making more data fields mandatory, improving 
user guidelines and providing additional training. Data on gender parity in boards is 
now up to date, and a new interface makes it easier to find information on expiring 
appointments and gender composition, and to screen for potential errors.  

A draft Premier’s Circular will reinforce portfolio departments’ responsibilities to 
maintain GAPED.  

2.4 Appointments and remuneration  
As well as being responsible for boards within its portfolio, DPC reviews all 
submissions from portfolio departments on board appointments that require Cabinet 
approval under the Guidelines and provides advice to the Premier. It also publishes the 
Guidelines and advises portfolio departments on recruitment, appointment and 
remuneration processes for public sector boards. 

The Guidelines clearly set out processes and key responsibilities for making 
appointments to a public sector board. However, the way that DPC classifies boards 
lacks a sound methodology, including appropriate and relevant indicators.  

2.4.1 Appointment and Remuneration Guidelines  
DPC’s board classification matrix is confusing—boards and portfolio departments 
expressed concern that the classifications did not sufficiently recognise the level of risk 
and complexity that their boards negotiate.  

The Guidelines outline four groups of boards—groups A, B, C and D—determined by a 
board’s duties, such as decision-making, its statutory obligations and level of risk, and 
its size. Within these groups, there are several classification bands, which determine 
remuneration rates. These classifications take into account the nature of the work 
conducted by the board.  
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Current anomalies and inconsistencies in the classifications lead to unfair outcomes in 
remuneration for directors. Departments also apply the classifications inconsistently. 
Past reviews by DPC and the Victorian Ombudsman have highlighted these issues, 
but DPC has not adequately addressed them in updates to the Guidelines—including 
the most recent substantive update in October 2015.  

One department advised us that inconsistencies in the classification of its entities 
affected its ability to attract skilled people to boards, particularly boards in regional 
areas. 

In 2016, DHHS asked VPSC to review the classifications and remuneration of public 
health boards. DHHS initiated this review because it believed the current remuneration 
of its public health service boards did not adequately take into account inherent risks, 
such as the higher risk profile of some health services. DHHS is currently reviewing the 
VPSC report findings. 

Recently, DPC’s governance branch conducted a review of the remuneration and 
classification of boards. The findings of this review are still preliminary, as DPC is 
waiting for the findings of our audit before taking further action on classification and 
remuneration.  

2.4.2 The Department of Premier and Cabinet’s 
oversight of the board appointment process 
For appointments of board directors that require Cabinet approval, DPC advises the 
Premier on whether it supports the appointment and whether the appointment meets 
the requirements of the Guidelines. DPC also provides advice on whether the 
candidate has the required skills and experience for the board, and recommends 
whether the candidate should be appointed or reappointed to a board.  

DPC is sufficiently involved in the appointment process to ensure that portfolio 
departments have followed the process described in the Guidelines. We examined a 
sample of Cabinet submissions and DPC briefs, and found that they generally contain 
sufficient information to give assurance that portfolio departments have followed the 
correct processes.  

DPC has no oversight role for board appointments that do not require Cabinet approval 
under the Guidelines.  
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3  Board governance practices 

Under the Public Administration Act 2004 (PAA), a public sector board is responsible 
for: 
• meeting legislative requirements and setting the strategic framework of the entity 
• having and using policies and procedures that are relevant to the entity 
• effectively overseeing management activity. 

This Part examines whether public sector boards demonstrate effective governance 
practices. The findings draw on our survey of the chairs and chief executive officers 
(CEO) of 212 public sector entities, as well as our detailed case studies of four 
boards—Box Hill Institute and Centre for Adult Education (Box Hill Institute), CenITex, 
Fed Square Pty Ltd (Fed Square) and the Peter MacCallum Cancer Institute (Peter 
Mac). 

As outlined in Part 1 of this report, boards are classified into groups for remuneration 
purposes. Where relevant, this Part includes survey findings on three of the groups: 
• Group A boards—typically overseeing entities managing larger assets with a high 

turnover 
• Group B boards—often regulatory boards overseeing entities with smaller assets 

and turnover 
• Group C boards—management boards of smaller entities.  

There were no Group D boards in the survey sample.  

3.1 Conclusion 
The public sector boards we examined in detail (the four case study boards) 
demonstrated better practice in most areas of governance. Boards are responsible for 
setting the strategic direction of the entity, monitoring operations and compliance, and 
reporting on performance. We found that the boards played a key role in developing 
strategic documents, but they could improve their compliance with some governance 
requirements.  

3.2 Policies and operations 
Public sector boards have specific accountabilities derived from their statutory 
responsibilities, and are also expected to abide by codes of conduct. Boards must 
have procedures in place to comply with the Code of Conduct for Directors of Victorian 
Public Entities, deal with conflicts of interest, manage risks, and assess and manage 
their performance. 
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Guidance from the Victorian Public Sector Commission (VPSC) outlines legal 
requirements and the procedures boards need to have in place to address their 
responsibilities, as well as mandatory requirements and how to achieve better practice. 
These guidelines are in line with the governance requirements set out in the PAA.  

Recommended practice and good board governance principles are also outlined in the 
Premier’s Circular No. 2015/02 and a range of public sector governance guides.  

Overall, we found that boards have accountability structures and effective mechanisms 
in place to carry out their governance roles. However, boards’ compliance with certain 
requirements is inconsistent and needs improvement.  

3.2.1 Interest disclosures and codes of conduct  
Probity in governance is a basic requirement for the successful operation of public 
sector boards to ensure they effectively manage the risk of conflicts of interest, both 
financial and non-financial. Codes of conduct set the rules and expectations for board 
directors.  

In our survey of 212 public sector entities, we asked boards to provide evidence of the 
controls and mechanisms they are required to have under the PAA. The survey found 
that nearly one in four entities had not fully complied with selected PAA governance 
requirements, such as declaring financial interests, managing risks and conducting 
board assessments. 

Disclosure of interests 
Section 81(1)(f) of the PAA requires that board directors disclose both financial and 
non-financial interests at board meetings and that boards record these disclosures in 
the minutes of the meeting. In total, almost 78 per cent of boards we surveyed reported 
that it is a standing practice for board directors to declare financial and non-financial 
interests at every board meeting. However, 37 boards do not regularly declare 
interests and nine boards never do it. This increases the risk that board directors could 
influence matters for their own personal or financial gain—even if inadvertently.  

Figure 3A shows how frequently surveyed boards disclose or declare financial and 
non-financial interests.  

  Figure 3A
Survey results: Frequency of board directors disclosing financial 

and non-financial interests, by board type 

Frequency of disclosure Group A Group B Group C Total 
Proportion 

(%) 
At every meeting 79 22 58 159 77.6 
At some or most meetings 15 4 18 37 18.0 
Never 2 0 7 9 4.4 
Total responses  96 26 83 205 100 

Note: These responses are from board chairs only. 
Source: VAGO. 
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In contrast, the four case study boards comply with policies and applicable legislative 
requirements for declaring conflicts of interest and gifts, benefits and hospitality. All 
four boards disclose conflicts of interest at every meeting. 

At Fed Square, Box Hill Institute and CenITex, we found that board directors are 
required to complete an annual declaration of interests. At every board meeting, chairs 
recognise ongoing declarations of interests and invite directors to declare any new 
private interests that may be a conflict of interest. This is then clearly documented in 
the board minutes.  

Codes of conduct 
Codes of conduct describe how board directors are expected to behave and may 
include guidance on establishing a quorum and resolving disputes. Despite the 
requirements of the PAA, more than a quarter of the boards we surveyed (just 
under 27 per cent) do not have a code of conduct. It is concerning that board 
decision-makers who negotiate complex matters of public interest fail to define the 
expected behaviours for good governance.  

Figure 3B shows the proportion of boards that have a formal code of conduct. 

  Figure 3B
Surveyed boards that use a formal code of conduct,  

by board type 

Board group Yes No 
Number of 
responses 

Group A 73 23 96 
Group B 18 8 26 
Group C 60 24 84 
Total 151 55 206 
Total (%) 73.3 26.7 100 
Note: These responses are from board chairs only. 
Source: VAGO. 

In contrast to this finding, all four case study boards have a code of conduct, charter or 
legislated equivalent.  

3.2.2 Conduct of board meetings 
Board directors are expected to be accountable for their behaviour and decisions, as 
stated in section 7(d) of the PAA. This includes: 
• working in a transparent manner 
• accepting responsibility for their decisions and actions 
• seeking to achieve best use of resources 
• submitting themselves to appropriate scrutiny. 

We found that most boards have effective practices in place to conduct their board 
meetings and that most board papers are of a high quality. 
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Case studies 
The four case study boards had sound procedures in place for conducting meetings. 
When the CenITex board expanded in 2016 it included customer representatives. This 
change in board composition means that directors now have different expectations for 
board papers.  

All four boards had regular meetings with high-quality papers that were received at 
least a week prior to the meeting. At Box Hill Institute, Peter Mac and Fed Square, an 
annual meeting calendar and agenda identify the major strategic and operational tasks 
that the board and subcommittee should complete or consider. This approach gives 
directors greater clarity and predictability and should be particularly useful for new 
directors and portfolio departments seeking an overview and schedule of major 
initiatives. 

Survey results 
The findings from our survey of 212 public sector entities were consistent with the case 
studies. Most entity CEOs and board chairs responded that they have suitable 
procedures in place for the preparation and conduct of board meetings. About 
86 per cent of board chairs and 89 per cent of CEOs rated the quality of board papers 
as ‘good’ or ‘very good’. No respondents rated the quality of their board papers as 
‘poor’ or ‘very poor’.  

The survey found that board papers are generally provided in a timely manner, with 
91 per cent of board chairs saying that board papers are circulated a week before the 
meeting. Only 8 per cent of board chairs said they received their papers within three 
days before a meeting. 

Nearly all respondents reported that the conduct of meetings was ‘good’ (41 per cent 
of chairs and 43 per cent of CEOs) or ‘excellent’ (53 per cent of CEOs and 59 per cent 
of chairs). 

3.2.3 Strategic planning and oversight 
Boards are responsible for setting the strategic direction of the entity and overseeing 
its performance.  

Better practice guidance on the governance of public sector boards recommends that 
boards: 
• define their role and contribution to the strategic planning of the entity 
• set time aside regularly to consider the entity’s strategic plans 
• receive regular updates from the CEO or entity head on the progress against 

strategic goals  
• review progress and refresh objectives and targets. 

We found during our detailed examination of the four boards and through our survey 
results that boards perform these functions well.  
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Developing the strategic plan 
All four case study boards demonstrated that they played a key role in developing their 
entity’s strategic plan. At the start of the planning cycle, each board held at least one 
dedicated workshop to understand their operating environment, identify strategic 
long-term goals and determine how to achieve these goals. Each board then received 
regular updates on the progress of the plan’s development, including reviewing drafts 
and providing feedback.  

From the available evidence—which included minutes of meetings, workshops and 
final plans—we could not determine the level of input or usefulness of the boards’ 
feedback. However, we could conclude that board input is structured and scheduled to 
allow sufficient time for review. Further, all four boards were involved in approving their 
entities’ strategic plans.  

Our wider survey results supported these findings, with 91 per cent of board chairs and 
84 per cent of entity CEOs indicating their board is ‘very involved’ or ‘extremely 
involved’ in strategic planning for the entity. Further, 80 per cent of CEOs and 
90 per cent of chairs responded that the board has had ‘considerable impact’ or 
‘extensive impact’ on the entity’s most recent strategic plan or equivalent.  

Overseeing implementation 
Boards are responsible for monitoring an entity’s operations, and it is imperative that 
boards prioritise overseeing progress against strategic plans. The quality and extent of 
boards’ oversight of how entities implement their strategic plans varied across the four 
case study boards. The release of new corporate plans and governance reviews 
impeded two boards’ ability to monitor performance. 

We identified better practice from one of the case study boards. Peter Mac organises 
its board agenda items according to the strategic directions outlined in its strategic 
plan. This practice clearly demonstrated alignment of the board’s oversight activities 
with the strategic plan. Peter Mac is committed to continuous improvement and is 
currently in the process of developing a strategic scorecard that will give the board a 
clear overall assessment of the entity’s progress in achieving its strategic goals. 

CenITex is reviewing its three-year corporate plan. This is an opportunity for CenITex 
to provide the board with progress reports on the implementation of its strategic 
priorities in addition to regular operational updates.  

Box Hill Institute’s board receives a detailed monthly scorecard against key 
performance measures, which provides directors with a sound oversight of operations. 
The scorecard could be enhanced by linking it more explicitly to the themes of the 
strategic plan. 

Fed Square also has a new corporate plan for 2016 to 2020. It receives periodic 
updates on the entity’s major strategies, such as its asset management plan and 
information technology strategy. 
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The majority of chairs (90 per cent) and CEOs (79 per cent) we surveyed responded 
that the board refers to strategic plans as part of its decision-making process all or 
most of the time.  

3.3 Skills and diversity 
Better practice board governance involves actively seeking to appoint board directors 
who have the skills the board needs to carry out its functions—such as legal or finance 
experience or medical expertise. Boards should also reflect the diversity in Victoria’s 
broader socio-economic make up, including location, language and cultural 
background, age group, sexuality and disability. 

We found that a significant number of boards cannot clearly demonstrate that their 
directors have the required or optimum mix of skills to effectively carry out their duties 
and responsibilities. The government’s expectation of 50 per cent female board 
representation for paid board appointments is being achieved, although there is no 
reliable way to assess boards’ cultural and social diversity. 

3.3.1 Skills 
A skills matrix helps a board to understand training needs and track the skills and 
competencies of its directors. It is a valuable tool for new appointments, because it 
allows boards to readily identify and fill skills gaps. Despite the value of a skills matrix, 
some boards do not routinely maintain them. 

Case studies 
In the four case study boards, we found that three had skills matrices in place—Peter 
Mac, Box Hill Institute and Fed Square. The matrices show that these boards have the 
optimal mix of knowledge and skills required to discharge their duties. CenITex did not 
have a matrix because it believes it is the portfolio department’s responsibility to 
determine whether the skills of candidates match the board’s requirements.  

The Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) developed and maintains 
Peter Mac’s matrix, which is used to inform future appointments to the board. Although 
the appointment process is managed by DHHS, we found that for the most recent 
appointments the chair of the Peter Mac board had actively sought directors with the 
skills to fill identified gaps and was successful in obtaining them. 

Three boards have undergone recent significant changes to the composition of their 
boards: 
• Box Hill Institute—new board appointed in 2016 
• Fed Square—almost half the board newly appointed 
• CenITex—board expanded to include government representatives and an 

additional director.  

To help with Fed Square’s appointments, the chair used a skills matrix to identify gaps, 
and then provided advice to the Department of Economic Development, Jobs, 
Transport and Resources on potential candidates who may have the required skills. 
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Legislative changes were made to improve the composition of all technical and further 
education (TAFE) boards. TAFEs provide a current skills matrix to the Department of 
Education and Training at least annually and before each appointment by the minister. 
For some other appointments there is no clear rationale for how the new directors 
contribute to an appropriate skills mix for the board or address any identified skills 
gaps. We also found no evidence that boards provide their skills matrix to the 
Department of Premier and Cabinet to better inform its appointment decisions.  

Survey results 
In the wider survey, 67 per cent of CEOs stated that their board has a current board 
skills matrix, but we could only verify this for 48 per cent of respondents. The most 
common reason cited for not having a skills matrix was that the department or minister 
determines board appointments. These boards do not recognise the value of being 
equipped to identify skills gaps and proactively advise the minister of these 
requirements. 

Only 34 per cent of surveyed Group A boards and 33 per cent of Group B boards had 
a skills matrix. In contrast, 70 per cent of Group C boards had a skills matrix. This is 
concerning given that Group A boards typically oversee entities that manage larger 
financial assets, profit and turnover. 

Smaller boards, regardless of remuneration classification, are much less likely to 
maintain a skills matrix than larger ones. Where boards had five directors or fewer, 
63 per cent said that they do not maintain a skills matrix, compared to only 2 per cent 
of boards with 10 or more directors. 

3.3.2 Gender, age and location  
The Premier’s Circular No. 2015/02 Good Board Governance confirms that departments 
and non-departmental entities, including judicial and quasi-judicial bodies, should help 
ministers to discharge their responsibility by designing board recruiting processes that 
are based on merit and are fair, open and diverse, as outlined in Figure 3C. 

  Figure 3C
Criteria for developing recruitment and selection processes 

for the appointment of new board directors 
Criteria Description 
Merit-based 
 

 Position descriptions and selection criteria should be developed with input from the chair of 
the board. 

 Chairs must maintain a skills matrix to inform vacancies and assist with succession planning. 
Fair  Agreed selection processes must be managed consistently for all candidates. 
Open 
 

 Vacancies should be publicly advertised and, if a decision is made not to advertise, reasons 
must be given in the relevant Cabinet submission or in writing to the Premier of Victoria before 
the appointment is finalised. 

Diverse 
 

 Board appointments should broadly mirror the diversity present in Victoria’s communities.  
 Appointments must comply with the government’s commitment for at least 50 per cent of new 

paid appointments to boards to be women. 
Source: VAGO, based on the Premier’s Circular No. 2015/02 Good Board Governance. 
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Gender 
The government has set a number of expectations for the make-up of public sector 
boards, including that, from 2015, 50 per cent of new paid board appointments should 
be women, and that boards should broadly represent the cultural and social diversity of 
their community. 

The average gender composition of the 212 boards we surveyed was 50 per cent 
women, which is above the statewide public sector board average of 35 per cent. The 
four case study boards are also consistent with this finding—female directors account 
for at least half of each board.  

Age 
For the majority of boards we surveyed, the average age of directors was between 
50 and 59 years old. This indicates that boards do not reflect the working age profile of 
the Victorians population, which ranges from 15 to 64 years old. 

The average age of board directors was different in urban and regional areas—urban 
boards are much more likely to have board directors over 60 years old than regional 
boards, while regional board directors are more likely to be aged between 50 and 
52 years old. 

Location  
Regional boards found it more difficult to source directors with required skills than 
urban boards—particularly legal, financial and governance experience. Of all boards 
surveyed, 49 chairs identified directors with legal skills as being difficult to recruit, but 
42 of these responses (86 per cent) came from regional boards. Figure 3D outlines the 
contrasting results. 

  Figure 3D
Survey results: The skill set or attribute that has been the hardest to recruit 

to the board, by urban or regional location 
Skills Urban Regional Total 
Sector experience 26 28 54 
Legal 7 42 49 
Financial 17 27 44 
Regional location representation 18 8 26 
Board or governance experience 3 15 18 
Risk 3 14 17 
Human resources 5 8 13 
Other 37 40 77 
No response 8 3 11 
Note: Respondents could select multiple responses. 
Source: VAGO. 
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3.4 Risk management  
The board plays an important role in overseeing the entity’s risk management. The 
PAA requires boards to inform the responsible minister and department head of major 
risks to the public entity and of the risk management systems in place to address those 
risks.  

The Victorian Government Risk Management Framework requires entities to annually 
attest to their compliance with the framework. This includes boards being satisfied that 
their risk management framework: 
• is reviewed annually to ensure it remains current and is improved, as required 
• supports the development of a proactive risk-management culture within the 

agency.  

Survey results 
Most of the boards we surveyed have adequate procedures in place to identify and 
manage risk—83 per cent of surveyed boards provided valid copies of their risk 
registers. We found these registers to be of high quality, and most included key 
elements of a good plan, including assigned responsibilities, treatment plans and heat 
mapping.  

Figure 3E outlines the proportion of Group A, B and C boards that have risk registers.   

  Figure 3E
Survey results: Proportion of entities that have a risk register, by board type 

 
Note: Results include responses from CEOs only. 
Source: VAGO.  
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Figure 3E shows that between 14.3 and 25 per cent of these groups do not have 
risk registers. This means that these boards cannot demonstrate to the minister and 
department head that they are effectively monitoring and addressing major risks, which 
is a requirement under the PAA. 

Case studies 
We found that the four case study boards had adequate risk management frameworks 
in place that aligned with better practice and legislative requirements.  

Each board has a documented risk management policy or framework and has 
established a board subcommittee that more actively reviews and monitors the entity’s 
management of risks and internal audits. These subcommittees then report to the 
board on significant risk management issues. 

CenITex and Box Hill Institute have subcommittees that review risk registers at every 
meeting. CenITex’s audit and risk committee meets quarterly and started tabling its 
minutes with the board in January 2017. Fed Square’s and Peter Mac’s board 
subcommittees review risk registers six monthly, but new or escalated risks occurring 
outside of this review cycle are reported at the next meeting. To ensure timely 
management, in both entities these risks are reported to executive management, 
which meets more frequently.  

For management of clinical risks, Peter Mac has a quality board subcommittee. This 
subcommittee includes Peter Mac’s key clinical staff who have the necessary skills to 
oversee these more specific risks. This practice is essential to good clinical 
governance. 

3.5 Performance assessment  
The PAA requires boards to assess both the performance of the board as a whole, and 
of individual directors. The VPSC and other better practice guidance recommend that 
boards complete these assessments annually. VPSC guidance also states that a key 
duty of the board is to assess how well the CEO is performing his or her role and to 
make any relevant performance-related decisions about the CEO. 

We found that most boards regularly review the performance of the board collectively 
and the performance of the CEO, but do not review the performance of individual 
board directors.  

3.5.1 Assessing performance of the CEO 
Our survey found that 97 per cent of boards evaluate their CEO’s performance 
annually or more regularly. All four case study boards have robust processes in place 
to review and assess their CEO’s performance.  
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The CEOs of Peter Mac, CenITex and Box Hill Institute conduct self-assessments 
annually against a clear set of performance indicators. At CenITex, the board then 
reviews the CEO’s assessment. At Peter Mac and Box Hill Institute, the board’s 
remuneration subcommittee reviews the assessment. All CEO self-assessments are 
documented, and at Peter Mac and Box Hill Institute the remuneration subcommittee’s 
assessment of the CEO’s performance is minuted. Fed Square has a robust 
documented process for assessing its CEO’s performance. This was not applied in 
2015 and 2016 due to CEO turnover and the interim CEO arrangements in place 
during that time. 

3.5.2 Assessing performance of the board and individual 
directors  
Performance assessments provide value by highlighting where the board 
has performed well and identifying where improvements can be made. We found 
that, although most boards we surveyed regularly assess the board’s collective 
performance, 42 per cent do not assess the performance of individual board directors 
regularly or at all.   

Board assessments 
All four case study boards undertake assessments of the board’s performance 
annually. However, only Box Hill Institute had a documented process to action the 
issues identified in the board assessment, and this was the most developed and 
transparent approach we observed. Without a documented process, we were not able 
to examine the effectiveness of Peter Mac’s and CenITex’s responses to identified 
performance issues.  

Fed Square told us that they have a process but that most recent board assessments 
did not identify any significant issue that needed action. We have recommended that 
VPSC provide additional guidance to boards on completing performance assessments. 

In our wider survey, 80 per cent of boards indicated that they conduct frequent 
assessments of their performance, but only 69 per cent of boards provided a copy of 
their most recent board assessment.  

The quality of these assessments varied between entities, and boards felt they needed 
additional guidance on how to conduct good performance assessments. Areas of 
better practice we identified for improving assessments included: 
• using benchmarks to help assess the board’s performance against past or 

industry performance 
• incorporating feedback from other key stakeholders, such as the CEO  
• engaging an external consultant to facilitate the assessment process. 

Director assessments 
The PAA requires that boards assess the performance of individual directors, but  
we found that this is not occurring in the three applicable case study entities and 
42 per cent of boards in the wider survey.  
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Assessing the performance of individual directors provides entities with a valuable 
overview of the contributions that individual directors make and provides information 
on the merit of reappointing directors to the board. 

A larger proportion of Group A entities (64 per cent) conducted frequent performance 
assessments of individual board directors compared to boards in Group C 
(57 per cent) and Group B (44 per cent).  

None of the case study boards conducted performance assessments of individual 
board directors. Portfolio departments and VPSC need to better promote this 
requirement so that boards comply with the PAA, and reappointments are fair and 
merit-based.  

3.6 Succession planning 
Succession planning is a better practice principle for good governance. It provides a 
strategy for putting acting arrangements in place if there are sudden departures or long 
absences. It is also an opportunity for the board to identify its future skills needs. 
Despite its importance, boards do not routinely carry out succession planning.  

Because the CEO is responsible for managing the entity, it is essential that there is a 
succession plan that allows the entity to promptly, at least temporarily, replace the CEO 
if he or she departs suddenly or is absent for a long period. Despite this, most boards 
do not have a CEO succession plan in place. 

Only 16 per cent of survey respondents were able to provide a CEO succession plan 
document. A higher proportion of boards in Group B (89 per cent) and Group C 
(90 per cent) did not have a CEO succession plan, compared to Group A (77 per cent). 
Common reasons given for not having a plan included that the CEO is recruited 
externally, that the entity is very small, and that there is no need to document such 
plans.  

The four case study boards reflect the survey results, with only Peter Mac having 
identified a potential successor for its CEO. We note that having a succession plan can 
be challenging for smaller entities such as Fed Square, where new CEOs are more 
likely to be recruited externally. Nonetheless, Fed Square told us that they have 
managed to maintain service continuity internally during the recruitment process. 
CenITex and the Department of Treasury and Finance, its portfolio department, advise 
that despite not having a documented process they are recruiting to ensure staff are 
appropriately skilled to step in to the CEO role if required. 

Given the importance of the CEO’s role, where possible, the board, the entity and 
portfolio department should develop a clear succession plan so that entities can 
maintain continuity of services in the event of a sudden departure or change in 
leadership.  
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Appendix A. 

 Audit Act 1994 section 16—
submissions and comments 
We have professionally engaged with portfolio departments, the boards in the case 
studies (from Box Hill Institute and Centre for Adult Education, CenITex, Fed Square 
Pty Ltd and Peter MacCallum Cancer Institute), the Department of Premier and 
Cabinet and the Victorian Public Sector Commission throughout the course of the 
audit. In accordance with section 16(3) of the Audit Act 1994 we provided a copy of 
this report or relevant extracts to those agencies, and requested their submissions and 
comments. 

Responsibility for the accuracy, fairness and balance of those comments rests solely 
with the agency head. 

Responses were received as follows: 

Department of Economic Development, Jobs, Transport and Resources................... 30 

Department of Education and Training  ....................................................................... 32 

Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning ............................................. 35 

Department of Health and Human Services ................................................................ 37 

Department of Justice and Regulation ........................................................................ 40 

Department of Premier and Cabinet ........................................................................... 42 

Department of Treasury and Finance .......................................................................... 44 

Victorian Public Sector Commission ........................................................................... 46 

Box Hill Institute and Centre for Adult Education ........................................................ 47 
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RESPONSE provided by the Secretary, Department of Economic Development, 
Jobs, Transport and Resources 
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RESPONSE provided by the Secretary, Department of Economic Development, 
Jobs, Transport and Resources – continued 
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RESPONSE provided by the Secretary, Department of Education and Training  
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RESPONSE provided by the Secretary, Department of Education and Training – 
continued 
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RESPONSE provided by the Secretary, Department of Education and Training – 
continued 
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RESPONSE provided by the Secretary, Department of Environment, Land, Water 
and Planning  
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RESPONSE provided by the Secretary, Department of Environment, Land, Water 
and Planning – continued 
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RESPONSE provided by the Secretary, Department of Health and Human 
Services 
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RESPONSE provided by the Secretary, Department of Health and Human 
Services – continued 
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RESPONSE provided by the Secretary, Department of Health and Human 
Services – continued 
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RESPONSE provided by the Secretary, Department of Justice and Regulation 
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RESPONSE provided by the Secretary, Department of Justice and Regulation – 
continued 
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RESPONSE provided by the Secretary, Department of Premier and Cabinet 
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RESPONSE provided by the Secretary, Department of Premier and Cabinet – 
continued 
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RESPONSE provided by the Secretary, Department of Treasury and Finance  
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RESPONSE provided by the Secretary, Department of Treasury and Finance – 

continued 
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RESPONSE provided by the Commissioner, Victorian Public Sector Commission 
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RESPONSE provided by the Chairperson, Box Hill Institute and Centre for 
Adult Education 
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Appendix B. 

 Better practice in board 
governance 
During the conduct of this audit, we reviewed better practice guidance and frameworks 
to identify core principles in good board governance: 
• Welcome to the Board: Director’s guide to public entity governance—Victorian 

Public Sector Commission 
• Principles of Good Governance for Boards and Committees—Western Australian 

Public Sector Commission 
• Public Sector Governance: Strengthening performance through good 

governance—Australian National Audit Office. 

Figure B1 lists the key principles we identified from our review that should form the 
foundation for any good governing board, and some recommended measures to 
demonstrate achievement. It is important to note that these principles and measures 
are not exhaustive and should only be used as a guide. 

 Figure B1
Better practice principles for board governance 

Principle Measure 
Boards focus on strategic 
management of their 
organisation 

• The board has a good understanding of the strategic environment it operates 
in and the risks. 

• The board establishes the entity’s strategic goals and is strongly involved in 
development of the strategic plan. 

• The board establishes an implementation plan and receives regular reporting 
on the entity’s progress in achieving its strategic goals.  

Boards have procedures to 
ensure accountability and 
transparency in their 
decision-making  

• The board establishes policies that set out standards for board director 
conduct. These include but are not limited to: 
• code of conduct 
• conflict of interest 
• declaration of private interests 
• delegations of authority 
• gifts, benefits and hospitality. 

• Board directors disclose any financial or non-financial interest at every board 
meeting, and disclosures are minuted. 

• The board establishes standard procedures for conduct at board and 
subcommittee meetings, specifically: 
• meeting papers are provided no less than five working days before the 

meeting 
• meeting papers include draft minutes of the previous meeting for the 

board’s approval 
• all meetings are minuted, specifically including a record of decisions 

made or any actions to be undertaken. 
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Figure B1 
Better practice principles for board governance – continued 

Principle Measure 
Boards have a clear 
understanding of their roles 
and responsibilities 

• The board has a board charter or equivalent that clearly sets out the roles 
and responsibilities of the board collectively and individual board directors. 

• The board has established terms of reference for each board subcommittee. 
• The board has procedures in place to induct new board members. 
• The board actively reviews its risk management approach and controls. 

Boards identify, review and 
monitor risks regularly 

• The board establishes a risk management policy and framework that sets out 
the entity’s approach to risk management. 

• A risk register is in place to identify, manage and monitor actions taken to 
mitigate risks. 

• The board receives timely reporting on the status of risk management.  
Boards have the relevant 
skills and diversity to 
discharge their duties 

• The board maintains a skills matrix to identify the appropriate mix of skills 
and knowledge of the board and to identify skill gaps. 

• There is sufficient diversity on the board.  
Boards assess the 
performance of the board 
collectively, individual 
board directors, and the 
chief executive officer at 
least annually 

• The assessment process and outcomes should be documented. 
• The board addresses issues identified through the assessment and 

documents any actions taken. 

Source: VAGO. 
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Appendix C. 

 Survey of boards 

The survey we conducted as part of this audit was designed to gather information on 
governance practices and obtain feedback on the effectiveness of guidance issued by 
the Victorian Public Sector Commission (VPSC), the Department of Premier and 
Cabinet (DPC) and portfolio departments. 

This appendix presents our methodology and the results of the survey. 

Survey methodology 

Selection of participant entities 
There are about 3 400 Victorian public sector entities with boards.  

To manage the scope of this audit, we excluded the following categories of boards: 
• boards with quasi-judicial functions or which are solely an advisory group or 

panel, with no governance function 
• boards established on an ad hoc and short-term basis, such as for inquiries and 

task forces 
• Class B cemetery trusts, because the majority are small, volunteer-based and 

have minimal financial risk and materiality, and they are not required to report 
under the Financial Management Act 1994 

• committees of management for Crown land, which we audited in our 2014 report 
Oversight and Accountability of Committees of Management 

• school councils, because we are scheduled to audit school councils in a 
forthcoming performance audit. 

Of the remaining group of 219 boards, we exempted a further seven boards from the 
survey for a range of reasons—such as entities where an administrator is in place, 
boards where no directors have been appointed yet, entities that are winding up 
operations, and entities where key staff were absent. There were 212 entities within 
the scope of this survey.  

To meet our audit evidentiary standards and to verify responses, we also asked entities 
to provide copies of some key entity documents. 

When analysing the answers to some survey questions, we classified boards as urban 
or regional, based on where most of their meetings were held in the past year. 
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Initial questionnaire design 
We designed two different but closely related surveys—one for board chairs and the 
other for chief executive officers (CEO) or equivalent. We included CEOs so that they 
could offer a management perspective on board functioning and performance, and 
would be able to supply evidence that the board had certain documents in place. We 
asked questions of both board chairs and CEOs. 

We used a variety of better practice frameworks to develop the questions, including 
examples published by the not-for-profit, private and public sectors. We also referred 
to relevant Victorian legislation, including the Public Administration Act 2004. 

We invited the board chairs and CEOs from 14 boards in various sectors to pilot our 
survey questions. We also sent the survey questions to the relevant portfolio 
departments and the VPSC for comment. 

The pilot study involved participants completing an online survey and then providing 
detailed feedback, usually through a phone interview. We also met with some 
departmental portfolio staff to discuss the survey content. We made considerable 
changes to the questions as a result of valuable feedback from the pilot study and 
departmental staff. 

Survey deployment 
We contracted a specialist survey company to host and deploy the online survey.  

The online survey allowed participants to answer questions in multiple sessions and 
upload a large number of documents. Participants’ completion status was tracked at all 
times. The survey was open from 7 to 30 September 2016. In October 2016, we 
conducted a short follow-up survey with 19 entities, to seek clarification on some 
responses. 

Response rate and confidence level 
We received responses from all 212 eligible entities that were invited to complete the 
survey, including 201 entities (95 per cent) where both the chair and CEO responded. 
For five entities, only the chair responded, and for six, only the CEO responded.  

The sample where both chair and CEO responded (n=201) has a confidence interval 
of ±2 per cent at the 99 per cent confidence level. This means that the sample can be 
considered an accurate and precise reflection of the entities surveyed. In other words, 
the survey generated an excellent sample and developed a rich dataset of responses 
and documentation. 
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Surveyed entities 
Figure C1 shows the entities that responded to our survey, along with their ministerial 
portfolio and number of employees. Where applicable, the table notes entities where 
only either the chair or CEO has responded. 

 Figure C1
Surveyed entities 

Board name Ministerial portfolio 

Number of 
employees 

(FTE) 
Department of Economic Development, Jobs, Transport and Resources 
Agriculture Victoria Services Pty Ltd Agriculture 12 
Australian Centre for the Moving Image Creative Industries 98 
Australian Grand Prix Corporation Tourism and Major Events 56 
Council of Trustees of the National Gallery 
of Victoria 

Creative Industries 290 

Dairy Food Safety Victoria Agriculture 26 
Docklands Studios Melbourne Pty Ltd Creative Industries 8 
Emerald Tourist Railway Board Tourism and Major Events 58 
Film Victoria Creative Industries 37 
Game Management Authority Agriculture 18 
Geelong Performing Arts Centre Trust Creative Industries 36 
LaunchVic (Chair only) Small Business, Innovation and Trade No response 
Library Board of Victoria Creative Industries 272 
Melbourne and Olympic Parks Trust Tourism and Major Events 194 
Melbourne Convention and Exhibition Trust Tourism and Major Events 386 
Melbourne Market Authority Agriculture 16 
Melbourne Recital Centre Limited Creative Industries 49 
Museums Board of Victoria Creative Industries 507 
Places Victoria Planning 98 
Port of Hastings Development Authority Ports 13 
PrimeSafe Agriculture 11 
Public Transport Development Authority Public Transport 583 
Taxi Services Commission Public Transport 134 
V/Line Corporation Public Transport 1 611 
VicForests Agriculture 112 
Victorian Arts Centre Trust Creative Industries 433 
Victorian Regional Channels Authority 
(CEO only) 

Ports 7 

VicTrack Public Transport 322 
Visit Victoria Tourism and Major Events 150 
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Figure C1 
Surveyed entities – continued 

Board name Ministerial portfolio 

Number of 
employees 

(FTE) 
Department of Education and Training 
Adult Community and Further Education 
Board 

Training and Skills 0 

AMES Australia Training and Skills 837 
Bendigo Kangan Institute Training and Skills 859 
Chisholm Institute of TAFE Training and Skills 750 
Federation Training Training and Skills 262 
Gordon Institute of TAFE Training and Skills 508 
Goulburn Ovens Institute of TAFE Training and Skills 414 
Holmesglen Institute of TAFE Training and Skills 863 
South West Institute of TAFE Training and Skills 246 
Sunraysia Institute of TAFE Training and Skills 207 
VET Development Centre Training and Skills 9 
Victorian Curriculum and Assessment 
Authority 

Education (excluding school councils) 169 

Victorian Institute of Teaching Council Education (excluding school councils) 82 
Victorian Registration and Qualifications 
Authority 

Education (excluding school councils) 59 

William Angliss Institute of TAFE Training and Skills 270 
Wodonga Institute of TAFE Training and Skills 314 
Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning 
Barwon Region Water Corporation Water 320 
Barwon South West Waste and Resource 
Recovery Group 

Energy, Environment and Climate 
Change 

6 

Central Gippsland Region Water 
Corporation Water 

254 

Central Highlands Region Water 
Corporation Water 

179 

City West Water Corporation Water 376 
Coliban Region Water Corporation Water 191 
Corangamite Catchment Management 
Authority Water 

40 

East Gippsland Catchment Management 
Authority Water 

21 

East Gippsland Region Water Corporation Water 94 
Falls Creek Alpine Resort Management 
Board 

Energy, Environment and Climate 
Change 

32 

Gippsland and Southern Rural Water 
Corporation Water 

1 666 

Gippsland Waste and Resource Recovery 
Group 

Energy, Environment and Climate 
Change 

7 
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Figure C1 
Surveyed entities – continued 

Board name Ministerial portfolio 

Number of 
employees 

(FTE) 
Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning – continued 
Glenelg Hopkins Catchment 
Management Authority 

Water 41 

Goulburn Broken Catchment 
Management Authority 

Water 55 

Goulburn Valley Region Water 
Corporation 

Water 212 

Goulburn Valley Waste and Resource 
Recovery Group 

Energy, Environment and Climate Change 5 

Goulburn-Murray Rural Water 
Corporation 

Water 776 

Grampians Central West Waste and 
Resource Recovery Group 

Energy, Environment and Climate Change 6 

Grampians Wimmera Mallee Water 
Corporation 

Water 159 

Lake Mountain Alpine Resort 
Management Board 

Energy, Environment and Climate Change 34 

Loddon Mallee Waste and Resource 
Recovery Group 

Energy, Environment and Climate Change 6 

Lower Murray Urban and Rural Water 
Corporation 

Water 163 

Mallee Catchment Management Authority Water 47 
Melbourne Water Corporation Water 889 
Metropolitan Waste and Resource 
Recovery Group 

Energy, Environment and Climate Change 27 

Mount Baw Baw Alpine Resort 
Management Board 

Energy, Environment and Climate Change 42 

Mount Buller and Mount Stirling Alpine 
Resort Management Board 

Energy, Environment and Climate Change 54 

Mount Hotham Alpine Resort 
Management Board 

Energy, Environment and Climate Change 25 

North Central Catchment Management 
Authority 

Water 56 

North East Catchment Management 
Authority (CEO only) 

Water 26 

North East Region Water Corporation Water 165 
North East Waste and Resource 
Recovery Group 

Energy, Environment and Climate Change 5 

Parks Victoria Energy, Environment and Climate Change 994 
Port Phillip and Westernport Catchment 
Management Authority 

Water 18 

Royal Botanic Gardens Board Victoria Energy, Environment and Climate Change 158 
South East Water Corporation Water 561 
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Figure C1 
Surveyed entities – continued 

Board name Ministerial portfolio 

Number of 
employees 

(FTE) 
Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning – continued 
South Gippsland Region Water 
Corporation 

Water 93 

Sustainability Victoria Energy, Environment and Climate Change 108 
Trust for Nature (Victoria) Energy, Environment and Climate Change 38 
Victorian Building Authority Planning 244 
Victorian Environmental Water Holder Water 12 
Victorian Planning Authority Planning 87 
Wannon Region Water Corporation Water 188 
West Gippsland Catchment Management 
Authority 

Water 39 

Western Region Water Corporation Water 151 
Westernport Region Water Corporation Water 75 
Wimmera Catchment Management 
Authority 

Water 23 

Yarra Valley Water Corporation Water 527 
Zoological Parks and Gardens Board Energy, Environment and Climate Change 499 
Department of Health and Human Services 
Albury Wodonga Health Health 1 546 
Alexandra District Health Health 53 
Alfred Health Health 5 788 
Alpine Health Health 185 
Ambulance Victoria Ambulance Services 4 123 
Austin Health Health 5 386 
Bairnsdale Regional Health Service Health 520 
Ballarat General Cemeteries Trust Cemeteries 19 
Ballarat Health Services Health 2 746 
Barwon Health Health 4 321 
Bass Coast Health Health 396 
Beaufort and Skipton Health Service Health 100 
Beechworth Health Service Health 119 
Benalla Health Health 200 
Bendigo Cemeteries Trust Cemeteries 10 
Bendigo Health Care Group Health 2 341 
Boort District Health Health 59 
Casterton Memorial Hospital Health 76 
Central Gippsland Health Service Health 700 
Cobram District Health (CEO only) Health 123 
Cohuna District Hospital (CHAIR only) Health No response 
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Figure C1 
Surveyed entities – continued 

Board name Ministerial portfolio 

Number of 
employees 

(FTE) 
Department of Health and Human Services – continued 
Colac Area Health Health 278 
Dental Health Services Victoria Health 410 
East Grampians Health Service Health 268 
East Wimmera Health Service Health 226 
Eastern Health Health 5 813 
Echuca Regional Health Health 455 
Edenhope and District Memorial Hospital Health 76 
Geelong Cemeteries Trust Cemeteries 35 
Gippsland Southern Health Service Health 234 
Goulburn Valley Health Health 1 514 
Greater Metropolitan Cemeteries Trust Cemeteries 195 
Health Purchasing Victoria Health 73 
Heathcote Health Health 79 
Hepburn Health Service Health 228 
Hesse Rural Health Service Health 80 
Heywood Rural Health Health 68 
Inglewood and Districts Health Service Health 53 
Kerang District Health (CEO only) Health 105 
Kooweerup Regional Health Service Health 76 
Kyabram and District Health Services Health 170 
Kyneton District Health Service Health 76 
Latrobe Regional Hospital (Chair only) Health No response 
Lorne Community Hospital Health 47 
Maldon Hospital (Chair only) Health No response 
Mallee Track Health and Community Service Health 139 
Mansfield District Hospital Health 117 
Maryborough District Health Service Health 258 
Melbourne Health Health 7 668 
Monash Health Health 10 693 
Moyne Health Services (CEO only) Health 118 
Nathalia District Hospital Health 49 
Northeast Health Wangaratta Health 768 
Northern Health Health 2 609 
Numurkah and District Health Service Health 133 
Omeo District Health Health 39 
Orbost Regional Health Health 115 
Otway Health Health No response 
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Figure C1 
Surveyed entities – continued 

Board name Ministerial portfolio 

Number of 
employees 

(FTE) 
Department of Health and Human Services – continued 
Peninsula Health Health 3 446 
Portland District Health Health 262 
Robinvale District Health Services Health 115 
Rochester and Elmore District Health Service Health 118 
Rural Northwest Health Health 179 
Seymour Health Health 133 
South Gippsland Hospital Health 67 
South West Healthcare Health 1 016 
Southern Metropolitan Cemeteries Trust Cemeteries 276 
State Sport Centres Trust Sport 175 
Stawell Regional Health Health 175 
Swan Hill District Health Health 368 
Tallangatta Health Service Health 89 
Terang and Mortlake Health Service Health 74 
The Kilmore and District Hospital Health 138 
The Queen Elizabeth Centre Health 91 
The Royal Children's Hospital Health 3 342 
The Royal Victorian Eye and Ear Hospital Health 496 
The Royal Women's Hospital Health 1 358 
Timboon and District Healthcare Service Health 46 
Tweddle Child and Family Health Service Health 46 
Upper Murray Health and Community Services Health 86 
Victorian Health Promotion Foundation Health 73 
Victorian Institute of Forensic Mental Health Mental Health 428 
West Gippsland Healthcare Group Health 708 
West Wimmera Health Service Health 337 
Western District Health Service Health 535 
Western Health Health 4 410 
Wimmera Health Care Group Health 653 
Yarram and District Health Service Health 115 
Yarrawonga Health Health 149 
Yea and District Memorial Hospital Health 40 
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Figure C1 
Surveyed entities – continued 

Board name Ministerial portfolio 

Number of 
employees 

(FTE) 
Department of Justice and Regulation 
Consumer Utilities Advocacy Centre Board Minister for Consumer Affairs, 

Gaming and Liquor Regulation 
4 

Country Fire Authority Minister for Emergency Services 2072 
Emergency Services Telecommunications 
Authority (ESTA) 

Minister for Emergency Services 745 

Greyhound Racing Victoria (Chair only) Minister for Racing No response 
Harness Racing Victoria Minister for Racing 128 
Metropolitan Fire and Emergency Services 
Board 

Minister for Emergency Services 2 271 

Victoria Legal Aid Attorney-General 641 
Victoria State Emergency Service Authority Minister for Emergency Services 158 
Victorian Commission for Gambling and Liquor 
Regulation 

Minister for Consumer Affairs, 
Gaming and Liquor Regulation 

167 

Victorian Equal Opportunity and Human Rights 
Commission 

Attorney-General 53 

Victorian Institute of Forensic Medicine Council Attorney-General 167 
Victorian Legal Services Board Attorney-General 76 
Victorian Responsible Gambling Foundation Minister for Consumer Affairs, 

Gaming and Liquor Regulation 
44 

Victorian Traditional Owners Funds Ltd Attorney-General 0 
Department of Premier and Cabinet 
Infrastructure Victoria Special Minister of State 27 
Queen Victoria Women’s Centre Trust Women 4 
Shrine of Remembrance Trustees Veterans 30 
Victorian Multicultural Commission Multicultural Affairs 14 
VITS LanguageLink Multicultural Affairs 25 
Department Treasury and Finance 
Emergency Services Superannuation Board Minister for Finance 155 
Essential Services Commission (CEO only) Minister for Finance 73 
Old Treasury Building Reserve Committee Minister for Finance 4 
State Trustees Limited Treasurer 393 
Transport Accident Commission Minister for Finance 836 
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Figure C1 
Surveyed entities – continued 

Board name Ministerial portfolio 

Number of 
employees 

(FTE) 
Department Treasury and Finance – continued 
Treasury Corporation of Victoria Treasurer 47 
Victorian Funds Management Corporation Treasurer 80 
Victorian Managed Insurance Authority Minister for Finance 138 
Victorian Plantation Corporation Treasurer 0 
Victorian WorkCover Authority Minister for Finance 1 023 

Source: VAGO. 

Survey results 

Guidance and training support provided to boards 
Figure C2 shows the views of board chairs on the guidance issued by the VPSC, DPC 
and portfolio departments. 

 Figure C2
Usefulness of guidance and training support provided by 

portfolio departments, DPC and the VPSC 

  
Note: Excludes respondents who chose ‘not applicable’ or did not answer the question—
17 per cent of CEOs and 19 per cent of chairs responded ‘not applicable’ to the question on the 
usefulness of DPC guidance and training support. 
Source: VAGO. 
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Compliance with legislation and policy requirements  
Figure C3 shows the survey results of entities’ compliance with legislation and 
government directives. 

 Figure C3
Compliance with legislated and government-directed requirements 

Legislated and government-directed 
requirements Relevant document 

Full 
compliance 

(%) 

Part or 
noncompliance

(%) 

Have a formal code of conduct  
n=206 chair response 

PAA s7 and 81 (1)(e) 73.3 26.7 

Have a formal conflicts of interest policy  
n=206 chair response 

PAA s7 and 81 (1)(f) 95.6 4.4 

Have a benefits and hospitality policy  
n=206 chair response 

PAA s7 and 81 (1)(g) 87.9 12.1 

Have induction procedures for new board 
directors  
n= 202 chair response* 

Premier’s Circular 
No. 2015/02 

95.0 5.0 

Maintain a skills matrix for the board  
n= 207 results from document verification 

Premier’s Circular 
No. 2015/02 

48.3 51.7 

Maintain a risk register  
n= 207 results from document verification 

AUS/NZ ISO 
31000:2009 Risk 
Management Principles 
and Guidelines 

83.1 16.9 

Disclose and declare financial and  
non-financial interests at board meetings 
n= 205 chair response* 

PAA ss7 and 81 (1)(f) 77.6 22.4 

Conduct periodic evaluation of board 
performance  
n= 205 results from document 
verification* 

PAA ss81 (1)(d)(i–iv) 68.8 31.2 

Note: Figure C3 illustrates board compliance with legislation and government directives, and could be expanded 
to include better practice elements of good governance and performance as identified in the audit. 
* Excludes respondents who did not answer the question. 
Source: VAGO. 
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Strategic and business planning  
Figure C4 shows the responses when chairs and CEOs were asked how involved the 
board is in strategic planning for the entity. 

  Figure C4
Involvement of the board in the entity’s strategic planning 

  
Note: Excludes respondents who did not answer the question. 
Source: VAGO. 

Figure C5 shows the responses when chairs and CEOs were asked whether boards 
refer to strategic plans as part of their decision-making process.  

 Figure C5
How often the board refers to the entity’s 

strategic planning and priorities when making decisions 

  
Note: Excludes respondents who chose ‘don't know/unsure’ or did not answer the question. 
Source: VAGO. 
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Accountability of directors 
The survey examined whether boards have suitable procedures for the preparation 
and conduct of board meetings. Figure C6 shows the responses when chairs and 
CEOs were asked how often directors declared their interests at board meetings. 

 Figure C6
How often board directors disclose and declare financial 

and non-financial interests at board meetings  
Response (n=206) Total (%) 
Never 4.4 
At some or most meetings 18.0 
At every meeting 77.6 
Total 100.0 
Note: Excludes respondents who did not answer the question. 
Source: VAGO. 

Our survey showed that for 78 per cent of boards, it is a standing procedure for all 
board members to declare financial and non-financial interests at every board meeting.  

Further analysis of these responses indicated that this is more likely to occur in boards 
that held the majority of their meetings in urban areas, while those who held meetings 
in regional areas were more likely to do it at some or most meetings.  

Board papers 
About 86 per cent of chairs and 89 per cent of CEOs rated the quality of their board 
papers as ‘good’ or ‘very good’. There were no board chairs or CEOs who rated papers 
as ‘very poor’ or ‘poor’. The survey found that board papers are generally provided in a 
timely manner, as shown in Figure C7. 
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 Figure C7
Timeliness of board papers 

 

 
Note: Excludes respondents who chose ‘other’ or did not answer the question. 
Source: VAGO. 

Conduct of board meetings 
Chairs and CEOs were asked to rate the quality of the conduct of board meetings, as 
shown in Figure C8. 

 Figure C8
Quality of the conduct of board meetings 

   
Note: Excludes respondents who did not answer the question. 
Source: VAGO. 
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Board structure and composition  
The gender balance of the boards we surveyed was above the statewide average, with 
50 per cent of current board members being women.  

The majority of boards we surveyed reported an average age of between 50 and 
59 years old for their board members, as shown in Figure C9. 

 Figure C9
Board directors’ age ranges, by board meeting location 

 
Note: Excludes 12 per cent of total chair respondents who did not answer the question.  
Source: VAGO. 

The average age of board directors differed between urban and regional areas. Urban 
boards are much more likely to have directors aged over 60 years old than regional 
boards. Overall, regional board directors are younger than their urban counterparts.  

Board directors’ skills 
Figure C10 shows the skills that boards find hard to source, according to whether 
boards were classified as urban or regional. 
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 Figure C10
Skill set or attributes that boards find the hardest to source, 

by urban or regional location 
Skill set Urban Regional Total 
Sector experience 26 28 54 
Legal 7 42 49 
Financial 17 27 44 
Regional location or representation 18 8 26 
Board or governance experience 3 15 18 
Risk 3 14 17 
Human resources 5 8 13 
Other 37 40 77 
No response 8 3 11 
Total number of respondents 99 107 206 
Note: Multiple responses allowed. 
Source: VAGO. 

Further analysis of the ‘other’ response category shows that boards reported clinical 
experience or clinical governance most regularly as a difficult skill to source 
(26 per cent of the 77 responses). 

About 67 per cent of entities responded in the survey that they do have a current skills 
matrix for board directors. Further analysis of data shows that smaller boards were 
less likely to maintain a skills matrix, as shown in Figure C11. 

 Figure C11
Existence of a skills matrix, by board size 

 
Note: Excludes respondents who did not respond to either of the questions on board size or 
whether they have a skills matrix. 
Source: VAGO. 
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Figure C12 also shows that entities with fewer than 50 employees were much less 
likely to maintain a skills matrix.  

 Figure C12
Existence of a skills matrix by entity size 

 
Note: Excludes respondents who did not respond to either of the questions on the number of 
employees or whether they have a skills matrix. 
Source: VAGO. 

Our verification of documents showed a discrepancy between the percentage of 
entities claiming to have a skills matrix and those that could supply a copy of the 
document—only 48 per cent of all chairs were able to provide a copy of their skills 
matrix to support their survey response. The reason for this is unclear, but it raises the 
question of whether boards have a clear understanding of the appropriate skills mix for 
their board.  

Figure C13 shows that the prevalence of skills matrices varies according to the 
portfolio that the entities are in.  
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 Figure C13
Entities that indicated they have a current skills matrix for board directors, 

by portfolio department 

   
Note: DPC was excluded because there are only five entities in its portfolio.  
Source: VAGO. 

Figure C14 shows that boards are generally successful in getting the skills profile they 
need. 

 Figure C14
Success in achieving desired skills profile for board directors  

  
Note: Excludes respondents who did not answer the question. 
Source: VAGO. 
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Board risk management  
Figure C15 shows responses from CEOs about the effectiveness of boards in 
providing input into the entity’s risk management practices.  

 Figure C15
Effectiveness of board input into risk management 

  
Source: VAGO. 

 

Although 95 per cent of surveyed entities responded that they do maintain a risk 
register, 17 per cent of all boards surveyed did not provide a risk register in response 
to the survey.  

Further analysis showed that smaller entities are less likely to have a risk register 
approved by the board, as shown in Figure C16. 
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 Figure C16
Existence of a risk register, by entity size 

 

 
Note: Excludes respondents who did not respond to either of the questions on number of 
employees or whether they have a risk register. 
Source: VAGO. 

Evaluating CEO performance 
Figure C17 shows the responses when chairs were asked about the frequency of 
evaluation of CEO performance by the board.  

 Figure C17
Frequency of evaluations of CEO performance by the board 

   
Note: Excludes respondents who did not answer the question. 
Source: VAGO. 
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Figure C18 shows that 70 per cent of chairs responded that no succession plan 
existed for the current CEO. Further, only 18 per cent of respondents were able to 
provide a copy of their succession plan document. 

 Figure C18
Succession planning for CEOs 

 

 
Note: Excludes 12 per cent of chair respondents who responded ‘not applicable’ or did not 
answer the question. 
Source: VAGO. 
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Auditor-General’s reports 

Reports tabled during 2016–17 
 

Report title Date tabled 

Enhancing Food and Fibre Productivity (2016–17:1) August 2016 

Audit Committee Governance (2016–17:2) August 2016 

Meeting Obligations to Protect Ramsar Wetlands (2016–17:3) September 2016 

Efficiency and Effectiveness of Hospital Services: Emergency Care (2016–17:4) October 2016 

High Value High Risk 2016–17: Delivering HVHR Projects (2016–17:5) October 2016 

Security of Critical Infrastructure Control Systems for Trains (2016–17:6) November 2016 

Financial Systems Controls Report: 2015–16 (2016–17:7) November 2016 

Auditor-General’s Report on the Annual Financial Report of the State of Victoria, 

2015–16 (2016–17:8) 

November 2016 

Water Entities: 2015–16 Audit Snapshot (2016–17:9) November 2016 

Portfolio Departments and Associated Entities: 2015–16 Audit Snapshot (2016–17:10) November 2016 

Local Government: 2015–16 Audit Snapshot (2016–17:11) November 2016 

Public Hospitals: 2015–16 Audit Snapshot (2016–17:12) November 2016 

Access to Public Dental Services in Victoria (2016–17:13) December 2016 

Managing the Performance of Rail Franchisees (2016–17:14) December 2016 

Managing Community Corrections Orders (2016–17:15) February 2017 

Regulating Gambling and Liquor (2016–17:16) February 2017 

Managing Public Sector Records (2016–17:17) March 2017 

Effectiveness of the Environmental Effects Statement Process (2016–17:18) March 2017 

Managing Victoria’s Planning System for Land Use and Development (2016–17:19) March 2017 

Public Participation in Government Decision-Making (2016–17:20) May 2017 

Public Participation and Community Engagement: Local Government Sector 

 (2016–17:21) 

May 2017 

 
 
VAGO’s website at www.audit.vic.gov.au contains a comprehensive list of all reports issued by VAGO.  
  



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Availability of reports 
All reports are available for download in PDF and HTML format on our website 
www.audit.vic.gov.au 

 

Victorian Auditor-General's Office 
Level 24, 35 Collins Street 
Melbourne Vic. 3000  
AUSTRALIA 

Phone: +61 3 8601 7000 
Fax: +61 3 8601 7010  
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